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NCERT Solutions of Class 9 Science : Chapter 1 to Chapter 15 

Exercise 9.1  

Q1. Which of the following figure lie on the same base and between the same parallels. In 

such a case, write the common base and the two parallels. 

 

  

Ans. 

(i) In figure (i) parallelogram ABCD and ΔPCD are  between the same parallels,the common 

base is DC and the two parallel lines are AB ∥ DC. 

(ii)In figure (ii) parallelogram PQRS and quadrilateral MNRS are not between the same 

parallels, although the common base is SR 

(iii) In figure (iii) quadrilateral PQRS and ΔQTR are between the same parallels,the common 

base is QR and the two parallel lines are PS ∥ QR. 

(iv) In figure (iv) parallelogram ABCD and ΔPBQ are not between the same parallels AD∥BC, 

but there is no common base. 

(v) In figure (v) quadrilateral ABQD and quadrilateral APCD are  between the same parallels 

AD∥ BQ and the common base is AD. 

(vi) In figure (vi) quadrilateral PQRS and quadrilateral ABCD are between the same parallels 

PQ∥ SR but they don't have a common base. 
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Exercise 9.2 

Q1. In the given figure ABCD is a parallelogram ,AE ⊥ DC and CF ⊥ AD.If  AB = 16 

cm,AE = 8 cm and CF = 10 cm,find AD. 

 

  

Ans. Area of parallelogram = 1/2 (Base × altitude) 

AB = DC= 16 cm (opposite sides of parallelogram) 

Area of parallelogram ABCD = 1/2(DC × AE) =1/2(16×8) =64 cm² 

Area of parallelogram ABCD = 1/2(AD × CF) =1/2(AD×10) 

1/2(AD×10)  = 64 

10 AD = 128 

AD = 12.8 cm 

Q2.If E, F,G and H are respectively are the mid points of the sides of a parallelogram 

ABCD ,show that  

 

Ans. 

 



GIVEN: ABCD is a parallelogram 

E, F, G, and H are midpoints of AB, BC, CD, and AD respectively 

CONSTRUCTION: Joining the points H and F 

TO PROVE: 

 

PROOF: H and F are the mid points of AD and BC respectively 

∴HF ∥ DC and HF =DC 

HFCD will be a parallelogram 

Since the area of a triangle is half of the area of a parallelogram between the same parallels and 

on the common base. 

  

 

H and F are the midpoints of AD and BC respectively 

∴HF ∥ AB and HF =AB 

ABFH will be a parallelogram  

Adding both equations (i) and (ii) 

 

 

 

Hence proved 



Q3. P and Q are any two points lying on the sides DC and AD respectively of a 

parallelogram ABCD.Show that ar(APB) = ar(BQC). 

Ans. 

 

GIVEN: ABCD is a parallelogram 

P and Q are the points on the sides DC and AD respectively 

TO PROVE: ar(APB) = ar(BQC). 

PROOF: The area of a triangle is half of the area of a parallelogram between the same parallels 

and on the common base 

Here parallelogram ABCD and ΔAPB are on the same base AB and between the same parallels 

AB ∥ DC. 

  

 

Parallelogram ABCD and ΔBCQ are on the same base AB and between the same parallels AD ∥ 
BC 

 

From equation (i) and equation (ii) 

ar(APB) = ar(BQC), Hence proved 

Q4. In the given figure,P is a point in the interior of a parallelogram ABCD. Show that  



 

(i) ar(APB) + ar(PCD) = 1/2 ar(ABCD) 

(ii) ar(APD) + ar(PBC)= ar(APB) + ar(PCD) 

(Hint: Through P draw a line parallel to AB) 

Ans. 

GIVEN:P is a point in the interior of a parallelogram ABCD 

CONSTRUCTION: Drawing a line FE through P such that FE∥AB∥ DC. 

TO PROVE: 

(i) ar(APB) + ar(PCD) = 1/2 ar(ABCD) 

(ii) ar(APD) + ar(PBC)= ar(APB) + ar(PCD) 

PROOF: 

(i) AB ∥ FE (constructed) 

AF∥BE (since AD ∥ BC) 

ABEF will be a parallelogram 

ΔAPB and ABEF are the triangle and parallelogram on the same base AB and between the same 

parallels AB ∥ FE. 

 

ΔPCD and FECD are the triangle and parallelogram on the same base DC and between the same 

parallels DC ∥ FE 

 



Adding both equation (i) and (ii) 

 

 

(ii) 

 

Drawing a line EF such that EF∥AD∥BC 

AFED and ΔAPD are the parallelogram and triangle on the same base AD and between the same 

parallels AD ∥ FE 

 

FBCE and ΔPBC are the parallelogram and triangle on the same base BC and between the same 

parallels BC ∥ FE 

 

Adding both equation (i) and (ii) 

 

 

Since, we already have proved in (i) 

 

Therefore 



ar(APD) + ar(PBC)= ar(APB) + ar(PCD),Hence proved 
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Q5.In the given figure ,PQRS and ABRS are parallelograms and X is any point on side BR 

.Show that 

(i) ar(PQRS) = ar(ABRS) 

(ii) ar(AXS) = 1/2 ar( PQRS) 

Ans.(i) Parallelograms PQRS and ABRS are on the same base SR and between the same 

parallels PB ∥ SR 

∴ ar(PQRS) = ar(ABRS) 

(ii) Tringle AXS and Parallelogram ABRS are on the same base AS and between the same 

parallels AS∥ BR. 

ar(AXS) = 1/2 ar(ABRS).....(i) 

ar(PQRS) = ar(ABRS)[proved above].......(ii) 

From equation (i) and (ii) 

ar(AXS) = 1/2 ar(PQRS), Hence proved 

Q6.A farmer was having a field in the form of a parallelogram PQRS. She took any point A 

on RS and joined it to points P and Q. In how many parts the field is divided? What are the 

shapes of these parts? The farmer wants to sow wheat and pulses in equal portions of the 

field separately. How should she do it? 

Ans. 

 

  

Ans. PQRS is a field in the form of a parallelogram 

A is a point on RS that is joined to P and Q 
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The field is divided into three triangular parts ΔPAS, ΔPQA and ΔQAR 

ar(ΔPAS) +ar(ΔPQA) + ar(ΔQAR) = ar(PQRS) 

PQRS and ΔPQA are the parallelogram and triangle on the same base PQ and between the same 

parallels PQ ∥ SR 

ar(ΔPQA) = 1/2 ar(PQRS)....(i) 

ar(ΔPAS) + ar(ΔQAR)= 1/2 ar(PQRS) 

ar(ΔPAS )+ ar(ΔQAR)+ 1/2 ar(PQRS)= ar(PQRS) 

ar(ΔPAS) + ar(ΔQAR) = ar(PQRS) - 1/2 ar(PQRS) 

ar(ΔPAS) + ar(ΔQAR) =  1/2 ar(PQRS)....(ii) 

From equation (i) and (ii) 

ar(ΔPAS) + ar(ΔQAR) = ar(ΔPQA) 

The relationship between the triangular parts ΔPAS ,ΔPQA and ΔQAR shows that the farmer 

will sow wheat in ΔPQA and pulses in ΔQAR and ΔPAS or its vise versa. 
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Q1.In the given figure,E is any point on the median AD of a ΔABC .Show that ar(ABE) = 

ar(ACE). 

 

  

Ans. The median of triagle divides the triangle in two equal parts 

AD is given us the median of ΔABC 

∴ar ΔABD = arΔACD......(i) 

ED is the median of ΔCBE 

∴arΔDBE =arDCE........(ii) 

Subtracting equation (ii) from (i) 

ar ΔABD - arΔDBE = arΔACD -arDCE 

ar(ABE) = ar(ACE), Hence proved 
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Q2. In a triangle ABC, E is the midpoint of median AD .Show that ar(ΔBED) =1/4 

ar(ΔABC). 

Ans. 

 

  

GIVEN: A ΔABC, AD is the median and E is the midpoint of AD 

TO PROVE:ar(ΔBED) =1/4 ar(ΔABC) 

PROOF: AD is the median of ΔABC (given) 

∴ ar(ΔABD) = ar(ΔACD) 

⇒ar(ΔABD) =1/2 ar((ΔABC)....(i) 

AE = DE (E is the mid point of AD) 

∴BE will be the median of ΔABD 

ar(BED) = 1/2 ar (ABD).....(ii) 

From equation (i) and equation (ii) 

ar(BED) = 1/2 × 1/2 ar((ΔABC) 

ar(BED) = 1/4 ar((ΔABC),Hence proved 

Q3.Show that diagonal of a parallelogram divide it into four triangles of equal area. 

Ans. 



 

  

GIVEN: ABCD is a parallelogram and AC and BC are diagonals 

TO PROVE: ar(AOB) = ar(AOD) =ar(DOC) =ar(BOC) 

PROOF: In ΔADB 

DO = BO (diagonal of parallelogram bisect each other) 

∴ AO is the median of ΔADB 

since the median of the triangle divides the triangle into two equal parts 

∴ ar(AOD) = ar(AOB) 

DO is the median of ΔADC 

∴ar(AOD) =ar(DOC) 

BO is the median of ΔABC 

∴ar(AOB)  =ar(BOC) 

It is clear that 

ar(AOB) = ar(AOD) =ar(DOC) =ar(BOC),Hence proved 

Q4. In the given figure ,ABC and ABD are two triangles on the same base AB .If line 

segment CD is bisected by AB at O ,show that ar(ABC) = ar(ABD) 

Ans. 



 

GIVEN: In ABCD ,CD is bisected by AB 

CO = DO 

TO PROVE: ar(ABC) = ar(ABD) 

PROOF: CO = DO (given) 

Therefore AO is the median of ΔADC and BO is the median of ΔBDC. 

since the median of the triangle divides the triangle into two equal parts 

∴ar(AOC)=ar(AOD)...(i) 

ar(BOC) = ar(BOD)....(ii) 

Adding both equations (i) and (ii) 

ar(AOC)+ ar(BOC) =ar(AOD) + ar(BOD) 

ar(ABC) = ar(ABD),Hence proved 
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Q5. D,E and F are the mid points of the sides BC ,CA and AB of a ΔABC. Show that  

(i) BDEF is a parallelogram 

(ii) ar(DEF) = 1/4 ar(ABC) 

(iii) ar(BDEF) = 1/2ar(ABC) 

Ans. 
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GIVEN:D,E and F are the mid points of the sides BC ,CA and AB of a ΔABC 

TO PROVE: 

(i) BDEF is a parallelogram 

(ii) ar(DEF) = 1/4 ar(ABC) 

(iii) ar(BDEF) = 1/2ar(ABC) 

PROOF: (i) F is the midpoint of AB and E is the mid point of AC 

According to mid point theorem 

FE∥BC, FE = 1/2(BC) 

⇒FE∥BD....(i) 

D is the midpoint of BC and E is the mid point of AC 

According to the midpoint theorem 

DE∥AB, DE = 1/2(AB) 

DE∥BF.....(ii) 

Equation (i)  and equation (ii) shows that 

BDEF is a parallelogram 

(ii) BDEF is a parallelogram 

ar(DEF) = ar(BDF).....(i) 



DFAE and DFAC will  also be parallelograms 

ar(DEF) = ar(AFE)....(ii) 

ar(DEF) = ar(DEC)....(iii) 

From the figure we have 

ar(DEF) + ar(AFE) + ar(DEC) +ar(BDF) = ar(ABC) 

From (i),(ii) and (iii) we have 

ar(DEF) +ar(DEF)+ar(DEF)+ar(DEF) = ar(ABC) 

4 ar(DEF) = ar(ABC) 

ar(DEF) = 1/4(ABC), Hence proved 

(iii) ar(BDEF) = 1/2ar(ABC) 

ar(DEF) = 1/4 ar(ABC) [Proved above] 

4ar(DEF)  = ar(ABC) 

2 ar(DEF) + 2(DEF) = ar(ABC) 

ar(BDEF) + ar(BDEF)  = ar(ABC) 

2ar(BDEF) = ar(ABC) 

ar(BDEF) = 1/2(arABC),Hence proved 

Q6. In the given figure ,diagonal AC and BD of quadrilateral ABCD intersect at O such 

that OB = OD, if AB = CD,then show that  

(i) ar(DOC) = ar(AOB) 

(ii) ar(DCB) = ar(ACB) 

(iii) DA ∥ CB or ABCD is a parallelogram 

[ Hint: from D and B , draw perpendiculars to AC] 

Ans. 



 

GIVEN: Diagonal AC and BD of quadrilateral ABCD intersect at O such that OB = OD 

AB = CD 

CONSTRUCTION: Drawing DE ⊥ AC, BF ⊥ AC 

TO PROVE: 

(i) ar(DOC) = ar(AOB) 

(ii) ar(DCB) = ar(ACB) 

(iii) DA ∥ CB or ABCD is a parallelogram 

PROOF: In ΔDOE and ΔBOF 

∠DOE = ∠BOF (vertically opposite angles) 

∠DEO = ∠BFO =90°(DE ⊥ AC, BF ⊥ AC) 

DO = BO (given) 

ΔDOE ≅ ΔBOF (AAS rule) 

ar(ΔDOE) = ar(ΔBOF).....(i) 

DE = BF (by CPCT) 

In ΔDCE and ΔBFA 

DE = BF (proved above) 

AB = CD(given) 

∠DEC = ∠BFA = 90°(DE ⊥ AC, BF ⊥ AC) 

ΔDEC≅ ΔBFA(RHS rule) 



ar(ΔDEC) = ar(ΔBFA)....(ii) 

Adding equation (i) and (ii) 

ar(ΔDOE)+ ar(ΔDEC) = ar(ΔBFA). + ar(ΔBOF) 

ar(DOC) = ar(AOB),Hence proved 

(ii) ar(DOC) = ar(AOB) [Proved above] 

Adding ar(BOC) in both sides 

ar(DOC)+ ar(BOC) = ar(AOB) + ar(BOC) 

ar(DCB) = ar(ACB) 

Q7.D and E are points on sides AB and AC respectively of ΔABC such that ar(DBC) = 

ar(EBC).Prove that DE||BC. 

Ans. 

 

GIVEN: D and E are points on sides AB and AC respectively of ΔABC such that ar(DBC) = 

ar(EBC) 

TO PROVE:DE||BC 

PROOF: We know the area of two triangles on the base and between the same parallels are 

equal,so its converse must also be true 

Since ΔDBC and ΔEBC are on the same base BC and between the lines BC and DE 

Therefore DE||BC,Hence proved 

Q8.XY is a line parallel to side BC of a triangle ABC. If BE||AC and CF||AB meet XY at E and 

F respectively. show that ar(ABE) = ar(ACF) 



  

Ans. 

 

GIVEN: In figure, XY|| BC,BE||AC and CF||AB 

TO PROVE: ar(ABE) = ar(ACF) 

PROOF: BE||AC (given) 

⇒ BE||YC.....(i) 

CF||AB (given) 

⇒BX ||AB ....(ii) 

XY|| BC (given) 

XY is extended upto E and F 

⇒EY|| BC....(iii) and XF|| BC ...(iv) 

From (i) and (ii) it is clear that EYCB is a parallelogram 

The parallelogram EYCB and  triangle  ABE are on the same base BE and between the same 

parallels BE||AC 

ar(ΔABE) = 1/2(ar EYCB).....(v) 

From (ii) and (iii) it is clear that XFCB is a parallelogram 

The parallelogram XFCB and  triangle  ACF are on the same base CF and between the same 

parallels BE||AC 

ar(ΔACF) = 1/2(ar XFCB).....(vi) 



Since parallelogram EYCB  and XFCB  are on the same base BC and between the same parallels 

XF|| BC 

ar(EYCB)  = ar(XFCB) 

From (vi),ar(ΔACF) = 1/2(ar EYCB)....(vii) 

From  (v) and (vii) ,we have 

ar(ABE) = ar(ACF) ,Hence Proved 

Q9.The side AB of a parallelogram ABCD is produced to any point P.A line through A ad 

parallel to CP meets CB produced at Q and then parallelogram PBQR is completed (see the 

following figure). Show that ar(ABCD) = ar(PBQR) 

[Hint: Join AC and PQ. Now compare area(ACQ) ad area(APQ)] 
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